Iowa Department of Transportation Major Items - Preliminary Quantity Report, May 20, 2014; With Addendums by unknown
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  001         Proposal ID:  22-C022-073 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/07/14 with  75 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  BROS-C022(073)--8J-22 
         County:  CLAYTON 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE REPLACEMENT - CCS 
          Route:  IOWA AVE             Length:   3.00 miles 
       Location:  OVER ELK CREEK 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ITEMS FOR A 181'-0 X 30'-6 CONTINUOUS CONCRETE SLAB BRIDGE 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                       3,612 CY 
  2403-0100010  STRUCT CONC (BRIDGE)                                   653 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      11,925 LB 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                       113,807 LB 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  002         Proposal ID:  25-0804-507 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/15/14 with  30 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MBIN-080-4(507)121--0M-25 
         County:  DALLAS 
   Type of Work:  DECK JOINT REPAIR 
          Route:  I-80                 Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  OVER UP R.R. 2 MILES W. OF W. JCT. I-35 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              DESIGN NO. 0313; W. ABUT REPAIRS TO A 160' X 39'-0 CWPG 
              BRIDGE 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                              9 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                           825 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                    169 CY 
  2102-2713070  EXCAVATION, CL 13, RDWY+BORROW                          22 CY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  003         Proposal ID:  35-C035-079 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/18/14 with  40 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  BROS-C035(79)--8J-35 
         County:  FRANKLIN 
   Type of Work:  RCB CULVERT REPLACEMENT - TWIN BOX 
          Route:  30TH STREET          Length:   0.30 miles 
       Location:  JUNIPER AVENUE TO LARK AVENUE 
 
     Project No:  BROS-C035(80)--8J-35 
         County:  FRANKLIN 
   Type of Work:  RCB CULVERT REPLACEMENT - TWIN BOX 
          Route:  40TH STREET          Length:   0.40 miles 
       Location:  NUTHATCH AVENUE TO OLIVE AVENUE 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ITEMS FOR A TWIN 8' X 8' X 42'-0  PRECAST BOX CULVERT 
                                                      BROS-C035(79)--8J-35 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                         195 CY 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              ITEMS FOR A TWIN 10' X 6' X 48'-0 PRECAST BOX CULVERT 
                                                      BROS-C035(80)--8J-35 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                         137 CY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  004         Proposal ID:  38-0201-503 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with  90 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MB-020-1(503)188--77-38 
         County:  GRUNDY 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE REPAIR 
          Route:  U.S. 20              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  AT 4 LOCATIONS OVER BEAVER CREEK & CO. RD. T19 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              DESIGN NO. 0114; REPAIRS TO A DUAL 273.95' X 39.37' 
              PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAM BRIDGE 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                              4 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                           774 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              DESIGN NO. 0214; REPAIRS TO A DUAL 273.95' X 39.37' 
              PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAM BRIDGE 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                              4 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                           774 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0003 
              DESIGN NO. 0314; REPAIRS TO A DUAL 170.60' X 39.37' 
              PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAM BRIDGE 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                              4 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                           774 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0004 
              DESIGN NO. 0414; REPAIRS TO A DUAL 170.60' X 39.37' 
              PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAM BRIDGE 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                              4 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                           774 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0005 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                    132 CY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  005         Proposal ID:  42-C042-073 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/07/14 with  75 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  BRS-C042(73)--60-42 
         County:  HARDIN 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE REPLACEMENT - CCS 
          Route:  D20                  Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  D20: FROM AA AVE AND D20, EAST 200 FEET 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ITEMS FOR A 100'-0 X 40'-6 CONTINUOUS CONCRETE SLAB BRIDGE 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                         700 CY 
  2403-0100010  STRUCT CONC (BRIDGE)                                   293 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                        75,363 LB 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  006         Proposal ID:  42-C042-074 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/14/14 with  70 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  BRS-C042(74)--60-42 
         County:  HARDIN 
   Type of Work:  RCB CULVERT REPLACEMENT - TWIN BOX 
          Route:  D20                  Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  D20: FROM B AVE AND D20, EAST 1000 FEET 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ITEMS FOR A TWIN 10' X 9' 102'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              BOX CULVERT 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                       1,500 CY 
  2301-1033090  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, CL C CL 3, 9"                       550 SY 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 374 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      56,491 LB 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  007         Proposal ID:  57-3806-549 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/28/14 with  40 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MBIN-080-6(707)260--0M-16 
         County:  CEDAR 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE REPAIR 
          Route:  I-80                 Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  CO. RD. X40 OVER I-80 
 
     Project No:  MBIN-380-6(549)21--0M-57 
         County:  LINN 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE REPAIR 
          Route:  I-380                Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  IN THE CITY OF CEDAR RAPIDS OVER R.R. 2.5 MILES S. OF 
                  IA. 100(NBL) 
 
     Project No:  MBIN-380-6(550)23--0M-57 
         County:  LINN 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE REPAIR 
          Route:  I-380                Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  IN THE CITY OF CEDAR RAPIDS OVER I-380, 1.1 MILES S. OF 
                  IA. 100 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  008         Proposal ID:  60-C060-098 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/08/14 with  35 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  BROS-C060(98)--8J-60 
         County:  LYON 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE REPLACEMENT - OTHER 
          Route:  JAY STREET           Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  JAY AVE: OVER TOM CREEK 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ITEMS FOR A 28'-6 X 52' PRE-CAST CONCRETE SLAB WITH 
              STEEL SUBSTRUCTURE 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                         100 CY 
  2403-0100010  STRUCT CONC (BRIDGE)                                     1 CY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  009         Proposal ID:  62-C062-083 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/22/14 with  30 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  BROS-C062(83)--8J-62 
         County:  MAHASKA 
   Type of Work:  RCB CULVERT REPLACEMENT - SINGLE BOX 
          Route:  295TH STREET         Length:   0.10 miles 
       Location:  295TH ST.: 1/4 MILE EAST OF GALESTON AVE. ON 295TH ST. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ITEMS FOR A SINGLE 12' X 12' X 54'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              BOX CULVERT 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 199 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      35,717 LB 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  010         Proposal ID:  63-0053-066 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/22/14 with  30 WORK DAYS 
 
    Proposal Note: 
      ***WORK RESTRICTION*** 
      TO AVOID POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO STATE AND FEDERAL LISTED 
      THREATENED/ENDANGERED BAT SPECIES, ALL CONSTRUCTION 
      ACTIVITIES DIRECTLY UNDERNEATH THE BRIDGE AND WITHIN OR 
      ADJACENT TO CEDAR CREEK MAY NOT BEGIN UNTIL OCTOBER 1 AND 
      MUST CONCLUDE BY MARCH 31.  THIS RESTRICTION DOES NOT APPLY 
      TO THE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES ON OR ALONG THE ROADWAY. 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  ER-005-3(66)--28-63 
         County:  MARION 
   Type of Work:  PERMANENT SCOUR COUNTERMEASURES 
          Route:  IOWA 5               Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  2 MILES N. OF MONROE CO. LINE 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                    550 CY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  011         Proposal ID:  63-0143-047 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 10/27/14 with  10 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  BRFN-014-3(47)--39-63 
         County:  MARION 
   Type of Work:  DECK JOINT REPAIR 
          Route:  IOWA 14              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  OVER DES MOINES RIVER 1.2 MILES N. OF CO. RD. G-40 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  012         Proposal ID:  68-C068-045 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/14/14 with  70 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  BRS-C068(45)--60-68 
         County:  MONROE 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE AND APPROACHES - CCS 
          Route:  H35                  Length:   0.20 miles 
       Location:  BETWEEN US 34 AND 642ND AVE 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ITEMS FOR A 110'-0 X 30'-6 CONTINUOUS CONCRETE SLAB BRIDGE 
  2403-0100010  STRUCT CONC (BRIDGE)                                   255 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                        66,071 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                       2,027 CY 
  2301-1033080  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, CL C CL 3, 8"                       931 SY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  013         Proposal ID:  75-C075-136 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/14/14 with  70 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  BROS-C075(136)--8J-75 
         County:  PLYMOUTH 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE REPLACEMENT - CCS 
          Route:  120TH                Length:   0.13 miles 
       Location:  OVER DEEP CREEK 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ITEMS FOR A 120' X 30' CONTINUOUS CONCRETE SLAB BRIDGE 
  2403-0100010  STRUCT CONC (BRIDGE)                                   311 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      70,080 LB 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  014         Proposal ID:  96-C096-122 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/18/14 with  45 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  BROS-C096(122)--8J-96 
         County:  WINNESHIEK 
   Type of Work:  RCB CULVERT NEW - TWIN BOX 
          Route:  210TH AVE            Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  OVER CREEK 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ITEMS FOR A TWIN 12' X 12' X 58' REINFORCED CONCRETE BOX 
              CULVERT 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                    247 CY 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 369 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                        54,223 LB 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  101         Proposal ID:  07-C007-130 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with  90 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  FM-TSF-C007(130)--5B-07 
         County:  BLACK HAWK 
   Type of Work:  PCC OVERLAY - UNBONDED 
          Route:  V37                  Length:   4.89 miles 
       Location:  0.1 MI S OF EAGLE RD  TO 0.25 MILES SOUTH OF D38 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2301-1033080  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, CL C CL 3, 8"                       649 SY 
  2303-0031750  HMA (1M ESAL) BASE, 3/4"                               545 TON 
  2310-5151600  PCC OVERLAY, QM-C, FURN ONLY                        17,848 CY 
  2310-5151630  PCC OVERLAY, QM-C, PLACE ONLY(WHITE TOP)            73,016 SY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  102         Proposal ID:  14-C014-147 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/18/14 with  40 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  FM-C014(146)--55-14 
         County:  CARROLL 
   Type of Work:  PCC PAVEMENT - GRADE & REPLACE 
          Route:  N33                  Length:   0.32 miles 
       Location:  NCL WILLEY TO SCL WILLEY 
 
     Project No:  FM-C014(147)--55-14 
         County:  CARROLL 
   Type of Work:  PCC PAVEMENT - GRADE & REPLACE 
          Route:  N20/E46              Length:   0.41 miles 
       Location:  IN THE UNICORPERATED TOWN OF ROSELLE, AT THE INTERSECTION OF 
                  N20 AND E46 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
              FM-C014(146)--55-14 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                       1,581 CY 
  2301-1033080  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, CL C CL 3, 8"                     7,069 SY 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
              FM-C014(147)--55-14 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                       3,880 CY 
  2301-1033080  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, CL C CL 3, 8"                     8,780 SY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  103         Proposal ID:  16-C016-088 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/01/14 with  40 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  FM-C016(88)--55-16 
         County:  CEDAR 
   Type of Work:  PCC OVERLAY - UNBONDED 
          Route:  290TH STREET (F44)   Length:   1.06 miles 
       Location:  FROM X40 (GARFIELD AVENUE) TO FRANKLIN AVENUE 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                    432 CY 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                       1,393 CY 
  2102-2713070  EXCAVATION, CL 13, RDWY+BORROW                       3,732 CY 
  2301-1033080  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, CL C CL 3, 8"                    10,443 SY 
  2303-0031500  HMA (1M ESAL) BASE, 1/2"                                32 TON 
  2303-0032500  HMA (1M ESAL) INTERMEDIATE, 1/2"                        62 TON 
  2303-0033500  HMA (1M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", NO FRIC                       95 TON 
  2310-5151040  PCC OVERLAY, FURN ONLY                               1,465 CY 
  2310-5151551  PCC OVERLAY PLACE ONLY (WHITE TOPPING)               7,325 SY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  104         Proposal ID:  25-5970-614 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/18/14 with  40 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  STP-U-5970(614)--70-25 
         County:  DALLAS 
   Type of Work:  PCC PAVEMENT - GRADE & REPLACE 
          Route:  18TH ST              Length:   0.50 miles 
       Location:  IN THE CITY OF PERRY, FROM MCKINLEY STREET TO PARK STREET 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2713070  EXCAVATION, CL 13, RDWY+BORROW                         949 CY 
  2301-1033080  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, CL C CL 3, 8"                     8,826 SY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  105         Proposal ID:  27-0351-153 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  By individual sites. 
            Site 01:  TO COMPLETE STAGES 4 THROUGH 6 ON SHEET J.1 
                              Completion Date of 11/21/14 
            Site 02:  TO COMPLETE STAGES 1 THROUGH 3 ON SHEET J.1 
                              Late Start Date of 04/13/15 with  90 WORK DAYS 
 
    Proposal Note: 
      ***SITE 01*** 
      ALL WORK COMPLETED STAGE 4 THROUGH STAGE 6 AS SHOWN ON SHEET 
      J.01 OF IMX-035-1(153)12--02-27. NO TWO-WAY TWO-LANE TRAFFIC 
      WILL BE ALLOWED OVER THE WINTER OF 2014-2015. 
 
      ***SITE 01 WORK RESTRICTION*** 
      WORK ON SITE 01 WILL NOT BE ALLOWED UNTIL WORK BY OTHERS ON 
      SOUTHBOUND LANES OF I-35 IS COMPLETE. WORK ON SOUTHBOUND 
      I-35 BY OTHERS IS ANTICIPATED TO BE COMPLETE ON OR ABOUT 
      JULY 7, 2014. 
 
      ***SITE 02*** 
      ALL WORK COMPLETED STAGE 1 THROUGH STAGE 3 AS SHOWN ON SHEET 
      J.01 OF IMX-035-1(153)12--02-27. 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  IMX-035-1(153)12--02-27 
         County:  DECATUR 
   Type of Work:  PCC PAVEMENT - GRADE & REPLACE 
          Route:  I-35                 Length:  11.30 miles 
       Location:  FROM IA. 2 INTERCHANGE  N. TO CLARKE CO LINE (NBL) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2301-1004110  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, QM-C CL 3I, 11"                 190,123 SY 
  2303-0043504  HMA (3M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-4                     286 TON 
       SECTION NO. 0003 
              ALTERNATE 'AA' OPTION 2:  PCC SHOULDERS 
              BID THIS SECTION IF ALTERNATE 'AA' OPTION 2 IS CHOSEN 
  2122-5190007  PAVED SHLD, PCC, 7"                                100,553 SY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  106         Proposal ID:  30-7185-602 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/04/14 with  45 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  SRTS-U-7185(602)--8U-30 
         County:  DICKINSON 
   Type of Work:  PCC SIDEWALK/TRAIL 
          Route:  HILL AVE             Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  IN THE CITY OF SPIRIT LAKE, SIDEWALK ALONG HILL AVE FROM 30T 
                  H ST TO 36TH ST. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              PCC TRAIL ITEMS 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                       4,040 CY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  107         Proposal ID:  57-0307-166 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with  95 WORK DAYS 
            Site 01:  TO COMPLETE WORK SHOWN IN NOTE 5 OF THE STAGING NOTES 
                              No Start Date Specified with  40 WORK DAYS 
            Site 02:  TO COMPLETE WORK SHOWN IN NOTE 7 OF THE STAGING NOTES 
                              No Start Date Specified with  40 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  NHSX-030-7(166)--3H-57 
         County:  LINN 
   Type of Work:  PCC PAVEMENT - REPLACE 
          Route:  U.S. 30              Length:   2.44 miles 
       Location:  FROM STONEY POINT RD. IN CEDAR RAPIDS TO 
                  E. OF EDGEWOOD RD. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                  1,670 CY 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                      20,510 CY 
  2122-5190007  PAVED SHLD, PCC, 7"                                 35,185 SY 
  2301-1004105  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, QM-C CL 3I, 10.5"                66,369 SY 
  2303-0052500  HMA (10M ESAL) INTERMEDIATE, 1/2"                    6,797 TON 
  2303-0053502  HMA (10M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-2                  6,298 TON 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  108         Proposal ID:  57-1205-601 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/07/14 with  25 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  SRTS-U-1205(601)--8U-57 
         County:  LINN 
   Type of Work:  PCC SIDEWALK/TRAIL 
          Route:  VARIOUS ROUTES       Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  IN THE CITY OF CENTER POINT, PCC SIDEWALK PALO ROAD, MAIDEN 
                  STREET & TRADER STREET 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              SIDEWALK ITEMS 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                         460 CY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  109         Proposal ID:  66-C066-056 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/25/14 with  15 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  EDP-C066(056)--7Y-66 
         County:  MITCHELL 
   Type of Work:  PCC SIDEWALK/TRAIL 
          Route:  WAPSI GREAT W. TRAIL Length:   0.93 miles 
       Location:  SURFACING FROM 500TH ST THEN SOUTHEAST TO VALLEY AVE. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              TRAIL ITEMS 
  2511-0302400  RECREATIONAL TRAIL, PCC, 4"                          4,342 SY 
  2511-0302600  RECREATIONAL TRAIL, PCC, 6"                              7 SY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  110         Proposal ID:  77-1945-807 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/07/14 with  45 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  TAP-T-1945(807)--8V-77 
         County:  POLK 
   Type of Work:  PCC SIDEWALK/TRAIL 
          Route:  56TH ST              Length:   0.50 miles 
       Location:  IN THE CITY OF DES MOINES, WAVELAND TRAIL: FROM I-235 TO UNI 
                  VERSITY AVE 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              PCC TRAIL 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                       1,050 CY 
  2511-0302600  RECREATIONAL TRAIL, PCC, 6"                          3,260 SY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  111         Proposal ID:  97-0121-031 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/08/14 with  25 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  NHSN-012-1(31)--2R-97 
         County:  WOODBURY 
   Type of Work:  PCC SIDEWALK/TRAIL 
          Route:  IOWA 12              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  IN THE CITY OF SIOUX CITY FROM US 20/75 W. TO VIADUCT 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              SIDEWALK ITEMS 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                       19 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                       4 EACH 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  112         Proposal ID:  97-0753-706 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 10/06/14 with  15 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MP-075-3(706)97--76-97 
         County:  WOODBURY 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE APPROACH REPAIR 
          Route:  U.S. 75              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  AT THE OUTER DRIVE N / 28TH STREET INTERCHANGE. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              DESIGN NO. 398; REPAIRS TO A DUAL 238'-0 X 40' PPCB BRIDGES 
  2122-5190007  PAVED SHLD, PCC, 7"                                    155 SY 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                       20 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                       1 EACH 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  151         Proposal ID:  01-0923-034 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with  90 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  STPN-092-3(34)--2J-01 
         County:  ADAIR 
   Type of Work:  HMA RESURFACING/COLD IN-PLACE RECYCLING 
          Route:  IOWA 92              Length:  13.79 miles 
       Location:  FROM CASS CO. LINE E. TO IA. 25 IN GREENFIELD 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS: RURAL 
  2102-2625001  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE, CONTRACTOR FURNISH              2,050 CY 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                          72 CY 
  2303-0032500  HMA (1M ESAL) INTERMEDIATE, 1/2"                    15,709 TON 
  2303-0033504  HMA (1M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-4                  20,191 TON 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                      359 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                      45 EACH 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              DESIGN NO. 0214; 180'-0 X 26'-0 CONTINUOUS I-BEAM BRIDGE 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                              6 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                         1,124 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0003 
              DESIGN NO. 0314; 188'-4 X 30'-0 PRETENSIONED PRESTRESSED 
              CONCRETE BEAM BRIDGE 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                              2 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                           513 LB 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  152         Proposal ID:  10-0207-039 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/29/14 with  10 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  NHSN-020-7(39)--2R-10 
         County:  BUCHANAN 
   Type of Work:  HMA PAVED SHOULDER - NEW 
          Route:  U.S. 20              Length:   7.01 miles 
       Location:  FROM JESUP E. TO INDEPENDENCE. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  153         Proposal ID:  36-2751-037 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/28/14 with  60 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  STPN-275-1(37)--2J-36 
         County:  FREMONT 
   Type of Work:  HMA PAVEMENT WIDENING / HMA RESURFACING 
          Route:  U.S. 275             Length:   5.77 miles 
       Location:  FROM JUST N. OF CO. RD. J-24 N. THROUGH TABOR 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                      5 CY 
  2303-0032500  HMA (1M ESAL) INTERMEDIATE, 1/2"                     6,728 TON 
  2303-0033500  HMA (1M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", NO FRIC                   10,235 TON 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  154         Proposal ID:  45-0097-034 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with  80 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  NHSX-009-7(34)--3H-45 
         County:  HOWARD 
   Type of Work:  HMA RESURFACING 
          Route:  IOWA 9               Length:  10.93 miles 
       Location:  FROM ECL OF CRESCO E. TO 2 MILES E. OF RIDGEWAY 
 
     Project No:  FM-C045(71)--55-45 
         County:  HOWARD 
   Type of Work:  HMA RESURFACING/COLD IN-PLACE RECYCLING 
          Route:  95TH ST              Length:   1.02 miles 
       Location:  CRESCO ECL TO IA 139 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
              NHSX-009-7(34)--3H-45 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                    113 CY 
  2303-0041500  HMA (3M ESAL) BASE, 1/2"                               676 TON 
  2303-0042500  HMA (3M ESAL) INTERMEDIATE, 1/2"                    36,236 TON 
  2303-0043504  HMA (3M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-4                  19,284 TON 
  2511-0301600  RECREATIONAL TRAIL, HMA, 6"                             50 SY 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                      160 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                       4 EACH 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
              FM-C045(71)--55-45 
  2303-0033500  HMA (1M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", NO FRIC                    2,205 TON 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                       73 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                       2 EACH 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  155         Proposal ID:  52-0806-367 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/08/14 with  35 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  IMX-080-6(367)240--02-52 
         County:  JOHNSON 
   Type of Work:  HMA RESURFACING WITH MILLING 
          Route:  I-80                 Length:   1.35 miles 
       Location:  FROM CLEAR CREEK E. TO E. OF IA 965 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                    128 CY 
  2303-0073502  HMA (100M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-2                 8,244 TON 
  2303-7000510  HMA MIX INCORPORATED W/ ANTI-STRIP AGENT             8,244 TON 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  156         Proposal ID:  63-C063-114 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/04/14 with  50 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  STP-S-C063(114)--5E-63 
         County:  MARION 
   Type of Work:  HMA PAVEMENT WIDENING / HMA RESURFACING 
          Route:  G40                  Length:   3.15 miles 
       Location:  FROM HWY 14 TO 1/4 MILE WEST OF 100TH STREET 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                      40,637 CY 
  2303-0023500  HMA (300K ESAL) I-S, 1/2", NO FRIC                   6,650 TON 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  157         Proposal ID:  64-0141-709 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/08/14 with  25 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MP-014-1(709)112--76-64 
         County:  MARSHALL 
   Type of Work:  HMA RESURFACING 
          Route:  IOWA 14              Length:   0.80 miles 
       Location:  FROM 0.1 MI. S. OF IA 96 TO 0.1 MI. N. OF CO. RD. E-18. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2303-0042500  HMA (3M ESAL) INTERMEDIATE, 1/2"                     1,218 TON 
  2303-0043504  HMA (3M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-4                   1,332 TON 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  158         Proposal ID:  69-0342-057 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with  90 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  HSIPX-034-2(57)--3L-69 
         County:  MONTGOMERY 
   Type of Work:  HMA PAVEMENT WIDENING / HMA RESURFACING 
          Route:  U.S. 34              Length:  15.01 miles 
       Location:  FROM JUST W. OF US 71 INTERCHANGE E. TO JUST E. OF CORNING 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              DESIGN NO. 0115; 270'-0 X 40' CONTINUOUS WELDED 
              PLATE GIRDER BRIDGE 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                              1 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                           227 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              DESIGN NO. 0215; 270'-0 X 30' CONTINUOUS WELDED 
              PLATE GIRDER BRIDGE 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                              3 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                           534 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0003 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625001  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE, CONTRACTOR FURNISH              2,400 CY 
  2303-0042500  HMA (3M ESAL) INTERMEDIATE, 1/2"                    32,844 TON 
  2303-0043504  HMA (3M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-4                  32,844 TON 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                      160 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                      20 EACH 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  159         Proposal ID:  78-0921-069 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/11/14 with  45 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  STPN-092-1(69)--2J-78 
         County:  POTTAWATTAMIE 
   Type of Work:  HMA PAVEMENT WIDENING / HMA RESURFACING 
          Route:  IOWA 92              Length:   3.65 miles 
       Location:  FROM KEG CREEK E. THROUGH TREYNOR 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                  2,994 CY 
  2102-2713070  EXCAVATION, CL 13, RDWY+BORROW                          93 CY 
  2303-0042500  HMA (3M ESAL) INTERMEDIATE, 1/2"                     5,157 TON 
  2303-0043503  HMA (3M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-3                   8,724 TON 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  160         Proposal ID:  84-0103-707 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/25/14 with  25 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MP-010-3(707)27--76-84 
         County:  SIOUX 
   Type of Work:  HMA RESURFACING WITH MILLING 
          Route:  IOWA 10              Length:   1.85 miles 
       Location:  FROM EAST OF ORANGE CITY, EAST TO THE JCT. OF IOWA 60. 
 
     Project No:  MP-010-3(708)4--76-84 
         County:  SIOUX 
   Type of Work:  HMA RESURFACING WITH MILLING 
          Route:  IOWA 10              Length:   0.22 miles 
       Location:  IN THE CITY OF HAWARDEN, FROM THE JCT. OF IOWA 12, EAST 
                  TO AVE. H. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
              MP-010-3(707)27--76-84 
  2303-0043504  HMA (3M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-4                   3,864 TON 
       SECTION NO. 0003 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
              MP-010-3(708)4--76-84 
  2303-0043504  HMA (3M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-4                     341 TON 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  161         Proposal ID:  97-0203-720 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 10/06/14 with  10 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MP-020-3(720)18--76-97 
         County:  WOODBURY 
   Type of Work:  HMA RESURFACING WITH MILLING 
          Route:  U.S. 20              Length:   0.40 miles 
       Location:  IN THE CITY OF MOVILLE, FROM 0.4 MI. WEST OF IOWA 140 
                  TO JUST EAST OF THE JCT. OF IOWA 140. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2303-0053503  HMA (10M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-3                    205 TON 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  201         Proposal ID:  05-0714-705 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 10/06/14 with  15 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MP-071-4(705)86--76-05 
         County:  AUDUBON 
   Type of Work:  HMA CRACK FILLING 
          Route:  U.S. 71              Length:  11.89 miles 
       Location:  FROM AUDUBON NORTHTO IOWA 141. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  202         Proposal ID:  13-C013-085 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with  90 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  FM-C013(85)--55-13 
         County:  CALHOUN 
   Type of Work:  PCC PATCHING 
          Route:  D46                  Length:  11.00 miles 
       Location:  D46: D46/310TH ST:  D46 FROM N28 EAST 11 MILES TO IA HWY 4 P 
                  CC CONCRETE REPAIR 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                   11,971 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                     260 EACH 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  203         Proposal ID:  20-C020-100 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/29/14 with  25 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  FM-C020(100)--55-20 
         County:  CLARKE 
   Type of Work:  PCC PATCHING 
          Route:  VARIOUS              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  VARIOUS FARM TO MARKET PAVED ROADS IN CLARKE COUNTY 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                      672 SY 
  2529-5070111  PATCH,FULL-DEPTH FINISH,BY AREA(=>50 FT)             1,383 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                      32 EACH 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  204         Proposal ID:  36-0024-711 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/08/14 with  30 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MP-002-4(711)0--76-36 
         County:  FREMONT 
   Type of Work:  PCC PATCHING 
          Route:  IOWA 2               Length:   3.50 miles 
       Location:  FROM THE MISSOURI RIVER, NORTH & EAST TO JUST EAST OF I-29. 
                  (VARIOUS LOCATIONS.) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2303-0053503  HMA (10M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-3                  1,857 TON 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                      387 SY 
  2529-5070111  PATCH,FULL-DEPTH FINISH,BY AREA(=>50 FT)             1,394 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                      33 EACH 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  205         Proposal ID:  39-C039-080 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/11/14 with  25 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  FM-C039(80)--55-39 
         County:  GUTHRIE 
   Type of Work:  MICROSURFACING 
          Route:  F65                  Length:  22.46 miles 
       Location:  F65: FROM ADAIR CITY LIMITS EAST TO COUNTY LINE 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  206         Proposal ID:  66-2189-133 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/26/14 with  20 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  STPN-218-9(133)--2J-66 
         County:  MITCHELL 
   Type of Work:  PAVEMENT PLANING/GROOVING 
          Route:  U.S. 218             Length:   2.20 miles 
       Location:  FROM PARK STREET IN ST. ANSGAR NORTH 2.2 MILES 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  207         Proposal ID:  77-0354-157 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with  90 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  IMN-080-5(285)150--0E-50 
         County:  JASPER 
   Type of Work:  PCC PATCHING 
          Route:  I-80                 Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  I-80 FROM POLK CO. LINE E. TO IOWA CO. LINE & 
                  IA. 21 AT I-80 INTERCHANGE 
 
     Project No:  IMN-035-4(157)87--0E-77 
         County:  POLK 
   Type of Work:  PCC PATCHING 
          Route:  I-35                 Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  I-35 FROM I-80 N. TO WRIGHT CO. LINE 
 
     Project No:  IMN-080-4(50)122--0E-77 
         County:  POLK 
   Type of Work:  PCC PATCHING 
          Route:  I-80                 Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  I-80 FROM THE WEST I-35/80/235 INTERCHANGE E. TO 
                  JASPER CO. LINE 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
                                                   IMN-80-5(285)150--0E-50 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                    1,848 SY 
  2529-5070111  PATCH,FULL-DEPTH FINISH,BY AREA(=>50 FT)             1,083 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                      93 EACH 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
                                                    IMN-35-4(157)87--0E-77 
  2303-0063502  HMA (30M ESAL) SURF, 1/2", FRIC L-2                    113 TON 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                    2,773 SY 
  2529-5070111  PATCH,FULL-DEPTH FINISH,BY AREA(=>50 FT)               775 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                     278 EACH 
       SECTION NO. 0003 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
                                                    IMN-80-4(50)122--0E-77 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                    1,152 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                      75 EACH 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  208         Proposal ID:  86-0301-704 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/28/14 with  60 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MP-006-1(708)207--76-79 
         County:  POWESHIEK 
   Type of Work:  PCC PATCHING 
          Route:  U.S. 6               Length:   0.40 miles 
       Location:  APPROX. 0.7 MI. EAST OF THE WEST JCT. OF IOWA 21 NORTH TO 
                  230TH ST. 
 
     Project No:  MP-063-1(708)97--76-79 
         County:  POWESHIEK 
   Type of Work:  PCC PATCHING 
          Route:  U.S. 63              Length:  22.00 miles 
       Location:  FROM JUST NORTH OF I-80, NORTH TO THE JCT. OF U.S. 30 IN 
                  TOLEDO. 
 
     Project No:  MP-030-1(704)199--76-86 
         County:  TAMA 
   Type of Work:  PCC PATCHING 
          Route:  U.S. 30              Length:   7.00 miles 
       Location:  FROM CASINO ENTRANCE EAST TO M AVENUE (INCL. EXTENDING 
                  PCC LT. TURN LANE NEAR EB MP 201) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
              MP-006-1(708)207--76-79 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                      176 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                       5 EACH 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              PCC PATCHING ITEMS 
              MP-063-1(708)97--76-79 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                    2,837 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                     357 EACH 
       SECTION NO. 0003 
              PCC PATCHING ITEMS 
              TAMA COUNTY MP-30-1(704)199--76-86 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                    321 CY 
  2102-2713070  EXCAVATION, CL 13, RDWY+BORROW                         230 CY 
  2301-1033100  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, CL C CL 3, 10"                      833 SY 
  2529-5070111  PATCH,FULL-DEPTH FINISH,BY AREA(=>50 FT)             1,575 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                      31 EACH 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  209         Proposal ID:  93-C093-074 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 10/13/14 with  15 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  FM-C093(74)--55-93 
         County:  WAYNE 
   Type of Work:  PCC PATCHING 
          Route:  VARIOUS LOCATIONS    Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  PCC PATCHING - VARIOUS FM ROUTES 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2529-5070110  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY AREA                      770 SY 
  2529-5070120  PATCH, FULL-DEPTH FINISH, BY COUNT                      33 EACH 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  301         Proposal ID:  20-0692-020 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with  15 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  ER-069-2(20)--28-20 
         County:  CLARKE 
   Type of Work:  SLIDE REPAIR 
          Route:  U.S. 69              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  3.5 MILES S. OF WARREN CO. LINE 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                     36 CY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  302         Proposal ID:  27-C027-054 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with  15 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  ER-C027(54)--58-27 
         County:  DECATUR 
   Type of Work:  PIPE CULVERTS 
          Route:  J20                  Length:   0.20 miles 
       Location:  J20: OVER UNNAMED TRIBUTARY TO GRAND RIVER 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2301-1033080  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, CL C CL 3, 8"                       244 SY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  303         Proposal ID:  78-0801-370 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Completion Date of 11/20/15 
            Site 01:  TO COMPLETE WORK ON 29TH AND 23TH STREETS 
                              Completion Date of 09/05/14 
            Site 03:  TO COMPLETE BRIDGE BERMS 
                              Completion Date of 06/01/15 
 
    Proposal Note: 
      ***SITE 01*** 
      TO COMPETE ALL WORK ASSOCIATED WITH THE GRADING, PAVING AND 
      OPENING 29TH AND 23RD STREETS TO TRAFFIC. 
 
      ***SITE 02*** 
      TO COMPLETE ALL WORK ASSOCIATED WITH THE ROADWAY EMBANKMENT 
      INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WICK DRAINS AND CLASS 10 
      EXCAVATION FROM STATION 7533+75 TO STATION 7552+75 (WB 
      I-80), STATION 8536+50 TO 8547+00 (NB I-29) AND STATION 
      51546+00 TO 51551+40 (IOWA 192 LOOP A). 
 
      ***SITE 03*** 
      TO COMPLETE ALL WORK ASSOCIATED WITH THE ROADWAY EMBANKMENT 
      FOR THREE BRIDGE BERMS INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WICK 
      DRAINS AND CLASS 10 EXCAVATION FROM STATION 7576+00 TO 
      STATION 7580+50 (I-80), STATION 7611+50 TO 7617+00 (WB I-80) 
      AND STATION 61576+50 TO STATION 615780+00 (WB I-80 RAMP A) 
 
      ***SITE RESTRICTIONS*** 
      DUE TO RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION, NO WORK MAY BEGIN ON PARCEL 
      342 NORTH OF EXISTING 29TH STREET (SEE PLAN SHEET HE.5 & 
      HE.6) UNTIL AFTER MAY 1, 2014. 
      DUE TO RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION, NO WORK MAY BEGIN ON PARCEL 
      342 SOUTH OF EXISTING 29TH STREET (SEE PLAN SHEET H.5 & H.6) 
      UNTIL AFTER JULY 1, 2014. 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  IMN-029-3(140)54--0E-78 
         County:  POTTAWATTAMIE 
   Type of Work:  SALVAGE AND REMOVAL 
          Route:  I-29                 Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  IN THE CITY OF COUNCIL BLUFFS AT 260 29TH AVE. 
                  PARCEL NO. 345 
 
     Project No:  IM-NHS-080-1(370)4--03-78 
         County:  POTTAWATTAMIE 
   Type of Work:  GRADING 
          Route:  I-80                 Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  I-80 WB FROM WB VIADUCT TO E. OF WOODBURY AVE. & 
                  I-29 NB FROM E. INDIAN CR TO S. EXPRESSWAY 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
              IM-NHS-080-1(370)4--03-78 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                   1,132,209 CY 
  2301-1033080  STD/S-F PCC PAV'T, CL C CL 3, 8"                    16,579 SY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  304         Proposal ID:  97-0201-116 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/23/14 with 240 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  NHSX-020-1(116)--3H-97 
         County:  WOODBURY 
   Type of Work:  GRADING 
          Route:  U.S. 20              Length:   7.34 miles 
       Location:  FROM E. OF MOVILLE E. TO MINNESOTA AVE.(WBL) 
 
     Project No:  NHSX-020-1(131)--3H-97 
         County:  WOODBURY 
   Type of Work:  BRIDGE NEW - CCS 
          Route:  U.S. 20              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  OVER WOLF CREEK (WBL) 
 
     Project No:  NHSX-020-1(140)--3H-97 
         County:  WOODBURY 
   Type of Work:  RCB CULVERT NEW - SINGLE BOX 
          Route:  U.S. 20              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  FROM E. OF MOVILE TO W. OF CORRECTIONVILLE(3 LOCATIONS) 
 
     Project No:  NHSX-020-1(141)--3H-97 
         County:  WOODBURY 
   Type of Work:  RCB CULVERT NEW - SINGLE BOX 
          Route:  U.S. 20              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  0.8 MILE W. OF CO. RD. L-21 
 
     Project No:  NHSX-020-1(142)--3H-97 
         County:  WOODBURY 
   Type of Work:  RCB CULVERT NEW - SINGLE BOX 
          Route:  U.S. 20              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  FROM E. OF MOVILE TO W. OF CORRECTIONVILLE(4 LOCATIONS) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
              NHSX-020-1(116)--3H-97 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                   2,235,949 CY 
       SECTION NO. 0002 
              DESIGN NO. 0314; 150'-0 X 40'-0 CONTINUOUS CONCRETE SLAB 
              BRIDGE  NHSX-020-1(131)--3H-97 
  2403-0100010  STRUCT CONC (BRIDGE)                                   757 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      15,334 LB 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                       120,154 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0004 
              DESIGN NO. 1014; 5'-0 X 4'-0 X 89'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              FLUME  NHSX-020-1(140)--3H-97 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                  55 CY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
  SECTION NO. 0004 
              DESIGN NO. 1014; 5'-0 X 4'-0 X 89'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              FLUME  NHSX-020-1(140)--3H-97 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                       8,667 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0005 
              DESIGN NO. 1114; 8'-0 X 8'-0 X 315'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              BOX CULVERT  NHSX-020-1(140)--3H-97 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 445 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      75,854 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0006 
              DESIGN NO. 1214; 8'-0 X 5'-0 X 156'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              BOX CULVERT  NHSX-020-1(140)--3H-97 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 164 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      27,126 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0007 
              DESIGN NO. 1314; 10' X 6' X 219'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              BOX CULVERT  NHSX-020-1(141)--3H-97 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 302 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      52,723 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0008 
              DESIGN NO. 1414; 8' X 8' X 188'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              BOX CULVERT  NHSX-020-1(141)--3H-97 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 307 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      52,803 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0009 
              DESIGN NO. 1514; 12' X 10' X 188'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              BOX CULVERT  NHSX-020-1(141)--3H-97 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 453 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      88,932 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0010 
              DESIGN NO. 1614; 10'-0 X 5'-0 X 186'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              BOX CULVERT  NHSX-020-1(142)--3H-97 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 273 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      40,290 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0011 
              DESIGN NO. 1714; 8'-0 X 6'-0 X 243'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              BOX CULVERT  NHSX-020-1(142)--3H-97 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 303 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      53,580 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0012 
              DESIGN NO. 1814; 8'-0 X 8'-0 X173'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE BOX 
              CULVERT  NHSX-020-1(142)--3H-97 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 234 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      43,330 LB 
       SECTION NO. 0013 
              DESIGN NO. 1914; 10'-0 X 12'-0 X 201'-0 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
              BOX CULVERT  NHSX-020-1(142)--3H-97 
  2403-0100020  STRUCT CONC (RCB CULV)                                 543 CY 
  2404-7775000  REINFORC STEEL                                      85,309 LB 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  351         Proposal ID:  00-000S-623 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  By individual sites. 
            Site 01:  TO COMPLETE DIVISION 1 SIGNS 
                              Late Start Date of 10/06/14 with  20 WORK DAYS 
            Site 02:  TO COMPLETE DIVISION 2 SIGNS 
                              Late Start Date of 06/30/14 with  10 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  NHSN-000-S(623)--2R-00 
         County:  STATEWIDE 
   Type of Work:  TRAFFIC SIGNS 
          Route:  MULTIPLE ROUTE       Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  VARIOUS LOCATIONS STATEWIDE 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  352         Proposal ID:  00-000S-674 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/14/14 with  80 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  NHSN-000-S(674)--2R-00 
         County:  STATEWIDE 
   Type of Work:  TRAFFIC SIGNS 
          Route:  MULTIPLE ROUTES      Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN DISTRICT 5 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 





  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 





  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  355         Proposal ID:  20-0352-404 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 06/16/14 with 100 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  IHSIPX-035-2(404)33--08-20 
         County:  CLARKE 
   Type of Work:  GUARDRAIL 
          Route:  I-35                 Length:   9.00 miles 
       Location:  FROM OSCEOLA N. TO WARREN CO. LINE 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2102-2625000  EMBANKMENT-IN-PLACE                                    506 CY 
  2102-2710070  EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW                         211 CY 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  356         Proposal ID:  38-C038-095 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 08/18/14 with  50 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  FM-C038(95)--55-38 
         County:  GRUNDY 
   Type of Work:  PAVEMENT MARKINGS 
          Route:  MULTIPLE ROUTES      Length: 189.00 miles 
       Location:  VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN GRUNDY COUNTY 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  357         Proposal ID:  57-0307-168 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 07/14/14 with  65 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  NHSN-030-7(168)--2R-57 
         County:  LINN 
   Type of Work:  TRAFFIC SIGNS 
          Route:  U.S. 30              Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN CEDAR RAPIDS 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              SIGNING ITEMS 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                            413 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                        50,364 LB 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  358         Proposal ID:  65-0292-083 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 09/15/14 with  40 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  IMN-029-2(83)34--0E-65 
         County:  MILLS 
   Type of Work:  DYNAMIC MESSAGE SIGNS 
          Route:  I-29                 Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  1.6 MILES S. OF US 34/275(NBL) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       SECTION NO. 0001 
              ROADWAY ITEMS 
  2403-0100000  STRUCT CONC (MISCELLANEOUS)                             52 CY 
  2404-7775005  REINFORC STEEL, EPOXY COATED                         6,414 LB 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  981         Proposal ID:  06-0306-706 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 10/13/14 with  20 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MP-030-6(706)232--76-06 
         County:  BENTON 
   Type of Work:  DELINEATOR & MILEPOST SIGNS 
          Route:  U.S. 30              Length:  13.23 miles 
       Location:  FROM U.S. 218, EAST TO MORGAN CREEK. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
                  MAJOR ITEMS  -  PRELIMINARY QUANTITY REPORT 
                             (for information only) 
 
 Proposed Letting Date:  May 20, 2014      10:00 A.M. 
 
  Proposed Bid Order:  982         Proposal ID:  00-0006-715 
 
   Proposed Contract Period:  Late Start Date of 10/06/14 with  10 WORK DAYS 
 
 Project(s): 
     Project No:  MP-000-6(715)0--76-00 
         County:  STATEWIDE 
   Type of Work:  MISCELLANEOUS 
          Route:  MULTIPLE ROUTES      Length:   0.00 miles 
       Location:  VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN DISTRICT 6. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Item No.      Item Description                                  Quantity/Unit 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
